Selective fluorescence recovery after bleaching of single E2GFP proteins induced by two-photon excitation.
We report the two-photon excitation and emission or a recently developed green fluorescent protein (GFP) mutant, E(2)GFP. Two main excitation bands are found at 780 and 870 nm. Blinking and irreversible and reversible bleaching were observed. Fluorescence blinking occurs in the millisecond range and has been ascribed to conversions between the neutral, anionic and dark zwitterionic states. Bleaching is observed after approximately 10 to 400 ms depending on the excitation power, and it is probably due to a conversion to a dark state. The striking feature of this GFP mutant is that the fluorescence can be recovered with very high efficiency only upon irradiation at 720 +/- 10 nm. This GFP mutant therefore seems promising as an almost permanent chromophore for two-photon excitation (TPE) microscopy or for applications in single-molecule memory arrays.